Appearance (what it looks like):

- Color(s) (Example: pine marten - dark brown bushy tail and legs, yellow belly, light brown back and head)

- Weight, Height, length, wingspan(birds): (Example: pine marten - 1 1/2 pounds, 6 inches tall, 2 feet long, 8 inch tail)

- Special Adaptations: (Example: pine marten - sharp claws and teeth, long skinny body, long tail for balance in trees)

Habitat(s) or Life Zone(s) (where they live):

- Where do they live in the world? (Example: pine marten - North and Western parts of North America)

- General Life Zones(s) in Colorado: (Example: pine marten - Montane forests life zone, Subalpine life zone, Alpine life zone)

- Specific Habitat(s): (Example: pine marten - live mainly in trees in pine forests)

Diet (What they eat): (Example: pine marten - squirrels, birds, eggs, mice, chipmunks, cottontail rabbits, pikas, shrews, voles, insects)
**Enemies** (what eats or kills them): *(Example: pine marten- humans, habitat destruction)*


**Babies**

- When do they have their babies and how many do they have at a time? *(Example: Pine marten- 1 to 5 babies in April)*

- How long do they take care of the babies? *(Example: pine marten- 2 to 3 months)*

- Interesting Facts about babies: *(Example: pine marten- born blind and without fur)*

**Interesting Facts:** *(Examples: pine marten- Fact 1: males are bigger than the females, Fact 2: mostly nocturnal (come out at night), Fact 3: active all year, but may den inside a tree in winter when its very cold)*

- Interesting Fact 1

- Interesting Fact 2